158   HOUSE PLANNING
Flexibility of use should be considered in making room plans.
Multiple-purpose rooms are necessary in the compact houses of
today. The present generation uses houses differently from those
of the past. For example, dining may now take place in the
kitchen, study, living room, or out-of-doors. If there is a dining
room, it may become part of the recreation or entertainment area,
when so desired, or may serve as a sewing room or a study.
The traditional styles of architecture do not lend themselves to
flexible planning as well as the Modern, because the regularly
spaced doors and windows, high foundations and other features,
impose restrictions. The basis for the arrangement of the flexible
house is function.
Zoning a house so that noisy activities are separated from quiet
ones is an important factor in room arrangement* A family with
members of various ages and tastes requires a diversity of recrea-
tion areas. If a game room cannot be provided in the basement
or elsewhere, the main living room might be given over to recrea-
tion and an adjoining quiet room be provided for those who wish
to read, study, or converse. Ordinarily, however, the living room
is for the relaxation of the average group while those who wish
to be very noisy or very quiet are accommodated elsewhere.
Closets, bathrooms, and storerooms are efltective sound-insulation
areas between rooms.
Economy of space is an important aim in floor planning, for the
modern house does not contain useless space or idle rooms* Scrup-
ulous attention is now paid to saving footage and using all available
room to the best advantage. For example, only 6 feet of free space
is needed over a bathtub; above that cupboards may be built.
Space for furniture is a factor that influences floor planning*
Dimensions of average articles of furniture must be considered,
Space must also be allowed for the use of a piece of furniture; a
2-foot space is required in front of a chair*
Appearance should be considered even while a floor plan is being
developed. Since the floor plan cannot be final, however, until
the exterior has been planned, visual beauty is considered more
fully iti later developments of the plan* Even in making the pre-
liminary plans, however, it is well to group windows together and
to create well-proportioned rooms, avoiding squares as well as long,
narrow rooms.

